TECHNICAL RIDER
FOR “AMERICAN TAPESTRY”
STAGE AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
 Tuned, well-maintained 7’ or 9’ Concert Grand piano with adjustable height
bench
 One Manhasset or similar style (not wire) black music stand
 One grand piano light if stage lighting is not sufficient
 Concert lighting (white light, red, orange, amber colors to be added to the white
light)
 A public address amplification system with CD player that feeds into the house
system
 One lavaliere speaking microphone & one stand microphone
 Small black table or small table draped in black with bottled water.
 Slide projector or projector for compatible laptop connection
 Carousel for slides if PowerPoint not possible (The Artists can provide their own
laptop for use if compatible with presenter equipment)
 Large screen on stage
 A follow spot and operator (optional)
 Sound technician to operate amplification
 Light technician to operate stage and house lights throughout the performance
 Person to operate slide projector or PowerPoint (per discussion)
 A performance shell (sound shell) if available is requested
 Appropriate temperature on stage and backstage
 A minimum of two (2) hours of rehearsal and technical time in performance space
prior to the performance.
 The Artists will supply a cue sheet for sound, slides or PowerPoint and lights
upon arrival for tech rehearsal and performance.
BACKSTAGE AREA
NOTE: Please, no smoking on or around the stage/backstage area
DRESSING ROOMS
Private dressing room, washroom space with restrooms to be provided, as close to the
immediate backstage area as is practicable. The Artists request that dressing rooms have
some bottled mineral water (non-carbonated) as well as some fresh fruit (bananas,
apples).
MEALS
The Artists request that if circumstances necessitate, a meal be provided. This would be
in the event of rehearsal and concert being across or very close to the lunch or dinner
hour. Healthy food is preferred. Details are to be discussed.

(Technical Rider Cont’d)

BROADCASTING
No tape or video recording may be made without prior permission.
MERCHANDISE
The Artists would like to sell the CD “An American Tapestry.” A seller or sellers are
requested.
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